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From my Interests

to my Thinking Type



HAJOS INTERESTS
wann was

3-5 years on structures und symmetries
     numbers and symbols as „special interest“
     later: mathematics
     jobs: software-development, administration

12 years on other people (how they function)
     psychology, philosophy
     later: structuralism, science of knowledge
     jobs: autistic humans, PhD

19 years on get connected, express himself
     arts: painting, writing poems
     later: ink painting, more poems
     jobs: exhibitions, writing books



STRUCTURES & SYMMETRIES

spectrum of prime numbers (basic)



STRUCTURES & SYMMETRIES

spectrum of prime numbers (enhanced)



HOW HUMAN PSYCHIES FUNCTION

psychic-social connection through cascading logics

attributes 4 individual perspectives logic conclusion

A O O O O OOO OOO OOO OOO

B' O O O X OOX OOX OOX OOO ! O, (sonst B)

B O O O X OOX ! OOX ! OOX ! OOO O, (sonst C o. D)

C' O O X X OXX OXX OOX ! OOX ! O, (sonst C)

C O O X X OXX ! OXX ! OOX OOX O, (sonst D)

D' O X X X XXX OXX ! OXX ! OXX ! O, (sonst D)

D O X X X XXX ! OXX OXX OXX O, (sonst Z)

Z X X X X XXX XXX XXX XXX ausgeschlossen

The person marked with ! is able to conclude the solution logically out of the 
reactions of the others



EXPRESS ONESELF

Serie A 3 (1994)



A SPECIAL PERSPECTIVE:
connecting mathematics & psychology 

EXAMPLE: mirroring oneself & others (Jacques Lacan)



A SPECIAL PERSPECTIVE:
connecting psychology & arts

EXAMPLE: through the surface inwards (portrait, 1997)



A SPECIAL PERSPECTIVE:
connecting arts & structures (maths) 

EXAMPLE: painting (1996) caculation (dendrite)



FROM INTERESTS TO THINKING TYPES

starting point:         interests
↓

perspektives
↓

what → how
↓

thinking types



THINKING TYPE & RELATED SKILLS

thinking in structures and patterns
for example: spectrum of prime numbers

structures in arts, psychology and philosophy
related skills: „focussing details“

finding patterns and mistakes

special perspectives
for example: inner structures, beyond the surface
related skills: solving complex problems

having a „theory of function“

connecting different aspects
for example: numbers & colours

psychology & mathematics
related skills: innovative ideas



HAJOS EMPLOYMENT HISTORY

1969 Special school
1970 Basic school
1973 - 82 Gymnasium school
1983 Trying to live on his own (failed at first)
1983 - 85 Trying to study physics and maths (failed)
1984 - 87 Big depression (turning point)
1987 Way out: overcome loneliness & isolation (partnership)
1988 - 97 Job: working with handicapped people (part time)
1990 Trying to study arts (failed)
1990 - 96 Studying mathematics
1997 - 00 Big depression (turning point)
2000 Way out: structure, accepting my the own autism
2000 - 03 First „real Job“: IT; until the employer went bankrupt
2004 - 08 Selfemployed; until I went bankrupt
2009 Starting autWorker-projekt & job in a library



BIOGRAPHY & RELATED SKILLS

experience of being different
for example: being a „outsider“ at school

not being successful after school
late start into labour-market (being 37)

related skills: a different perspective
feeling close to people, who are „different“

coping with difficult situations
for example: long term depressions & Psychosomatik

loneliness & isolation
overload-situations

related skills: coping with difficult situations
„different“ experiences within life
being self-aware, knowing oneself




